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Introduction

In 2001, the Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic Science in Frankfurt published

a facsimile edition [24] of a medieval Arabic manuscript in Istanbul. This manuscript

contains, in addition to a number of astronomical texts, a collection of geometrical

problems1 from a book by “Nucaim ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā the astronomer.”

No other manuscripts of this work have been found. In this paper I present these

Geometrical Problems of Nucaim ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā in a critical Arabic

edition with literal English translation and notes. My main aim is to make this

interesting text accessible to the reader. Although some footnotes have been added

to the translation, I have not attempted to write an extensive commentary.

The author’s name, “Nucaim ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā the astronomer,” is not

mentioned in the standard medieval Arabic biographical works. He was probably

the son of Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā ibn Shākir, one of the three Banū Mūsā (“sons

of Mūsā”),2 who were distinguished mathematicians, astronomers and translators

of Greek works in the ninth century AD. Al-B̄ırūn̄ı mentions observations of the

solar solstices by Muh. ammad ibn Mūsā and his brother Ah.mad in or near Bagdad

between the years AD 857 and 868 [7, 64-65]. Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā ibn Shākir died

in Rab̄ıc I 259 H./jan.-feb. 873 [13, 316:5]. Thus it is likely that Nucaim compiled

his Geometrical Problems in the late ninth century AD.

An implicit reference to Nucaim may be found in the following passage in a list

of works by Thābit ibn Qurra (836-901 AD),3 who was a close collaborator of the

Banū Mūsā:

“Among his (i.e., Thābit’s) works is a number of summaries in astronomy and

geometry, which I saw in his own handwriting, and their translations, in his hand-

writing; what Thābit made (i.e., wrote) for the boys (al-fityān), may God protect

them, and I think that he meant the children of Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā ibn Shākir.”

1This collection of problems was first mentioned by Sezgin in 1979 [23, VII:404].
2On the Banū Mūsā see [23, V:246-252, VI:147-148].
3On Thābit ibn Qurra see [23, V:264-272. VI:163-170].
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The “I” in the quoted passage is Abu cAl̄ı al-Muh. assin ibn Ibrāh̄ım ibn Hilāl al-S. āb̄ı,

who was married to a granddaughter of Thābit.4

The Geometrical Problems is a disorganized collection of 42 geometrical proposi-

tions. The level of the work is higher than that of the Book of Assumptions (kitāb

al-mafrūd. āt) by Thābit ibn Qurra, but lower than that of the the Selected Prob-

lems (al-masā’il al-mukhtāra) by Thābit’s grandson Ibrāh̄ım ibn Sinān (906-947).5

These three works are all about plane geometry of lines and circles, and they contain

problems that can be constructed by means of ruler and compass. Some of the geo-

metrical problems of Nucaim were also solved by other geometers, including Thābit

ibn Qurra, Ibrāh̄ım ibn Sinān, and the late-tenth century authors Abū Sahl al-Kūh̄ı

and Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn cAbd al-Jal̄ıl al-Sijz̄ı.6

The text of Nucaim is interesting because it dates back to an early period in

the history of Islamic geometry. Some of his techniques seem archaic. For exam-

ple, Nucaim solves most problems which involve an arbitrary given ratio only for

numerical ratios such as 1 : 2.

A major problem in the history of Islamic geometry is the identification of the

context of the surviving medieval Arabic geometrical works. It is clear that some

geometrical problems were motivated by ancient Greek works or by teaching pur-

poses, and that others were studied because of possible applications in astronomy

surveying, architecture and optics. However, it is usually impossible to determine

the context of a given geometrical problem. Thus we do not really know for what

purpose Nucaim composed his collection of geometrical problems. Perhaps the veil

can be lifted by future research of the Arabic geometrical and astronomical literature

of the early period.

In the unique manuscript of the Geometrical Problems it is stated that the text

was copied from the handwriting of Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n al-T. ūs̄ı (1201-1274).
7 Al-T. ūs̄ı was

a famous mathematician and astronomer, who produced editions of many Arabic

mathematical texts and Arabic translations of Greek mathematical texts.8 He also

revised the Book on the Measurement of Plane and Spherical Figures by the Banū

4The list was preserved by Ibn al-Qift. ı̄ (died 1248), for the quoted passage see [13, 120:1-2]. Although

Nucaim may have been an astronomer himself, the “astronomer” was probably meant to refer to

his father Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā, in order to distinguish him from the algebraist Muh. ammad ibn

Mūsā al-Khwārizmı̄ (see [13, 358:3]). Al-Khwārizmı̄ was also an astronomer but not of the same

calibre as Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā ibn Shākir.
5On Ibrāh̄ım ibn Sinān see [23, V:292-295, VI:193-195]. His Selected Problems have been edited in

[21] and also in [4] with French translation.
6On al-Kūh̄ı and al-Sijz̄ı see [23, V:314-321, 329-334].
7This statement does not imply that the extant manuscript was directly copied from a text in

al-T. ūs̄ı’s handwriting.
8On al-T. ūs̄ı see [16, II:392-408].
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Mūsā [29], and the Book of Assumptions by Thābit ibn Qurra [30]. In [8], Yvonne

Dold has compared the original text of the Book of Assumptions with the revision

by al-T. ūs̄ı. She concludes that al-T. ūs̄ı rewrote the text and changed the proposition

numbers, but left the contents essentially unchanged.

In the case of Nucaim’s text, al-T. ūs̄ı added a brief introduction in which he says

that he had one corrupted manuscript of the Geometrical Problems, and that he

corrected the text where he could, but left the passages that he could not understand

unchanged. The text we have contains a few additions by al-T. ūs̄ı in props. 7, 35, 36,

42, including an alternative proof of prop. 36 by his colleague-astronomer al-cUrd. ı̄.
9

Al-T. ūs̄ı began his introduction and his additions to the Geometrical Problems by

aqūlu, “I say,” just as in his revision of the Arabic version of Archimedes’ On the

Sphere and Cylinder [15, 98].10 Thus it appears that the rest of the text of the

Geometrical Problems contains the original argumentation (if not the wording) of

Nucaim.

Most of the propositions in the text are provided with proposition numbers,

and the missing numbers 28-33 and 37-39 can be restored unambiguously. The re-

constructed numbering is interesting because the text of propositions 28 and 29 is

repeated almost literally as 30 and 31. I conclude that the numbering was intro-

duced not by Nucaim but by a later editor, with al-T. ūs̄ı as the most likely candidate.

Al-T. ūs̄ı’s other editions show that he was a careful editor (cf. [14, 54]), who would

certainly have deleted the useless propositions 30 and 31 if he had worked through

Nucaim’s text a second time. Thus our manuscript seems to be based on some very

preliminary form of a revision of Nucaim’s Geometrical Problems by al-T. ūs̄ı. It is

therefore likely that our manuscript containt the Geometrical Problems of Nucaim

ibn Mūsā essentially in their original form, apart from the lacuna in prop. 27 which

al-T. ūs̄ı indicated, and with the possible exception of propositions that al-T. ūs̄ı de-

cided not to copy.

The next section contains a brief summary of the propositions in the extant

version of the Geometrical Problems. This is followed by the edition and translation,

with some mathematical commentary in footnotes. Because most of the proofs are

clear, I have not paraphrased them in my summary.

Summary of the Geometrical Problems

Here is a summary of the 42 geometrical problems of Nucaim ibn Muh. ammad ibn

Mūsā in modern notation. A notation such as ∆ABC means the area of triangle

9On al-cUrd. ı̄ see [16, II:414-415] and also [22, 111-116].
10Compare also al-T. ūs̄ı’s revision of the Lemmas of pseudo-Archimedes, where he used qāla (“he

said”) for the words of Archimedes and the earlier commentator al-Nasāw̄ı, and aqūlu (“I say”) for

his own comments. See [31, 3:19, 11:20, 18:12].
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ABC, [ABCD] means the area of quadrilateral ABCD. The reader may want to

refer to the figures in the translation, which bear the number of the proposition in

question.

If a problem is also solved by one or more other authors, these authors are

mentioned in the summary but the detailed references can be found in footnotes to

the translation.

1. Theorem: If the four sides of a quadrilateral are known and the angles at the

base are equal (but not known), then the two diagonals are known.

2. Geometrical construction of a right-angled triangle with sides a, b, c in such a

way that a : b = b : c.

3. Let E be a given point inside triangle ABG. Required to construct a straight

line HEZ which intersects AB and AG at Z and H respectively such that (1)

ZE = 2EH, or (2) ZE : EH is a known ratio.

4. Solutions of the algebraic equations x2+ax = b and x2+b = ax for a, b > 0. For

each equation, Nucaim presents (1) a solution by “application of areas” as in

Book VI of Euclid’s Elements; (2) an analysis using Book II of the Elements; (3)

a geometrical construction somewhat like the algebraic solution in the Algebra

of al-Khwārizmı̄ [20, 8-11]. Unlike al-Khwārizmı̄, Nucaim fails to remark that

the equation x2 + b = ax can only be solved if b ≤ (a/2)2 and has two roots if

b < (a/2)2.

5. Let DEB be a triangle such that ̸ E is a right angle, draw the altitude EG,

and let H be a point such that DE = DH = HB. Theorem: HG = GD.

6. Let D be a given point on side AB of the given triangle ABG. Required to

construct a straight line DME which intersects AG at M and BG extended

at E in such a way that (1) ∆BDE = ∆ADM , or (2) ∆BDE = k ·∆ADM ,

where k is a given number.

7. Required to construct a triangle ABD in such a way that AG and AD+DB are

known in magnitude and BG : GD is a known (numerical) ratio. This problem

is reduced to the following auxiliary problem: to divide a given segment a into

two parts x and y in such a way that a = x + y and x2 = c2 + (γy)2 for

a given segment c and a given numerical ratio γ. Al-T. ūs̄ı complains that he

does not understand the solution of this auxiliary problem and he therefore

copies the corrupted text just as it stands. I have corrected the scribal errors

in my critical edition. The solution of the auxiliary problem is also invoked in

props. 28-31.

8. D is a given point on side AG of the given triangle ABG. Required to construct

a straight line WDE which intersects side AB at W and side BG extended at

E in such a way that ∆DGE : ∆ADW is a given ratio. Nucaim only treats

the case where ∆DGE = 2∆ADW and leaves the general case to the reader.

9. From point H on the centroid of triangle ABG we draw two lines HE,HZ to
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two different points E,Z on the rectilinear extension of the base BG. Points E

and Z are on different sides of the triangle in such a way that BE = GZ. Let

HZ intersect AG at T and let HE intersect side AB at L. Theorem: ∆AHT

= ∆AHL. The proof is complicated.

10. Required to construct a square circumscribing a given scalene triangle. The

same construction is found in a work of Abu’l-Wafā’ al-Būzjān̄ı (940-ca. 998)

11. Required to construct a square inscribed in a given scalene triangle. This

constructions also occurs in the same work of Abu’l-Wafā’ as prop. 10.

12. Theorem: the three altitudes in a triangle pass through a single point.

13. Let triangle BDW be given. Required to construct Z on BD and H on BD

such that ZH//WD and (1) ZH = HD + ZW or (2) ZH = c · (HD + ZW )

for a given number c.

14. The same as in no. 13 with ZH2 = HD2 + ZW 2 instead of (1) or ZH2 =

c · (HD2 + ZW 2) instead of (2).

15. BG is a given chord in a circle of given diameter. Point A is on arc BG such

that BA : AG is a given ratio. Theorem: BA and AG are given in magnitude.

A more complicated solution of the same problem can be found in the Book of

Assumptions by Thābit ibn Qurra.

16. D is a given point on the rectilinear extension of the base BG of triangle ABG.

Required to construct a straight line DZE which meets side AG at Z and side

AB at E in such a way that (1) ∆DZG = ∆AZE. The solution is easy.

17. The same as no. 16, but instead of (1), n∆DZG = ∆AZE, with n a given

number (the case n = 2 is treated in detail). This more difficult problem was

solved in a different way by the late tenth-century Iranian geometer Abū Sahl

al-Kūh̄ı.

18. Let ABGD be a given parallelogram. Required to construct a straight line

AHZE with H on GB, Z on GD and E on BD extended, in such a way that

∆GZH = ∆ZDE. It is likely that this problem is a variation on the “lemma

of Archimedes” for the construction of a regular heptagon, see [12, 204-213].

19. T is a given point on the rectilinear extension of the base ZH of a given

parallelogram ZHBA. Required to construct a straight line TLM which in-

tersects the sides BH and AZ at points L and M in such a way that (1)

∆TMZ = [AMLB], or (1) ∆TMZ = q · [AMLB], with q a given number.

20. A square ABGD is divided by the given straight line EZ parallel to side AG

into two areas, and one (square) ell of area AEZG is worth five times as much

as one square ell of the remaining area BEZD. Required to construct a straight

line through A which divides the square into two area of equal value.

21. A is a given point, and lines HG,GL are two given straight lines intersecting

at G. Required to construct a straight line AZS which intersects LG at Z

and HG extended at S in such a way that ∆ZGS is equal to a given area B.

The same problem was solved in a more difficult way by Ibrāh̄ım ibn Sinān
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(907-946), and in an easier way by Abū Sahl al-Kūh̄ı.

22. A given parallelogram ABGD is divided by a given line EZ parallel to sides AB

and GD. Required to construct a straight line AKML which intersects EZ at

K, DG at M and BG extended at L in such a way that ∆LGM = [MKED].

23. A lemma to prop. 25.

24. Another lemma to prop. 25.

25. In the square ABGD we consider given points E on side AD and Z on side AB

such that EZ is parallel to the diagonal BD. Required to construct a straight

line ASLT which intersects EZ at S, BD at L and GD at T in such a way

that (1) ∆LDT = ∆AES, or (2) ∆LDT = n ·∆AES for any given number n.

26. If the area of a right-angle triangle is known and its circumference is known,

its hypotenuse is known.

27. If the area of a right-angle triangle is known and its circumference is known,

the two other sides are also known. The proof breaks off after the first sentence.

Al-T. ūs̄ı also presents Nucaim’s figure, but I have not been able to reconstruct

the proof.

28. Angle A of triangle ABG is a right angle. We draw the altitude AD. If AD

and AG+GB are given in magnitude and BD : DG is a given ratio, the sides

of the triangle can be found. The solution is based on the auxiliary problem

in prop. 7.

29. In the same triangle as prop. 26, if AD and BG are given in magnitude and

AB : AG is a given ratio, the sides of the triangle can be found. The solution

is also based on the auxiliary problem in prop. 7.

30. The same problem as prop. 28, with the same solution.

31. The same problem as prop. 29, with the same solution.

32. From pointH on a circle we draw two perpendicularsHZ,HT onto two perpen-

dicular diameters EA,EG of the circle. If AZ and GT are known in magnitude,

the diameter is also known in magnitude. The solution is based on prop. 15.

33. Triangle ABG is given and ̸ B is a right angle. Required to construct point

Z on side AB in such a way that GA + AZ = GZ + ZB. Thābit ibn Qurra

solves the same problem in his Book of Assumptions. Abū Sahl al-Kūh̄ı solves

the problem for an arbitrary triangle ABG.

34. Triangle ABG is isosceles. We draw the perpendicular AD. If AB,AG and

AD + BG are known in magnitude, the triangle is known. The text states a

diorismos (necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution)

but the discussion is incomplete.

35. In any circle, the sum of the chord of an arc of 60o plus the chord of an arc

of 36o is equal to the chord of an arc of 108o. (This theorem is equivalent to

sin 18o + sin 30o = sin 54o.)

36. An alternative proof of prop. 35 (probably by Nucaim), and an alternative

proof of Elements XIII:9. Al-T. ūs̄ı added another proof of prop. 35 from a work
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entitled Fawā’id (“Useful things”) by his colleague, the astronomer Mu‘ayyad

al-Dı̄n al-cUrd. ı̄.

The remaining propositions show how to divide a given segment a into two

segments x and y according to certain conditions. Notations: γ is a given

number, c1 and c2 are given segments. One condition is of course a = x + y,

and the other condition is listed after the proposition number. Nucaim provides

two types of solutions. In one type of solution, which I call the rectangle-type,

he constructs a certain rectangle by Euclid’s Elements VI:28-29. In the other

type of solution, which I call the triangle-type, he constructs an isosceles right-

angled triangle of given area. While the rectangle-type of solution is standard

in the medieval Islamic tradition, the triangle-type of solution does not seem

to have been much used after the ninth century. The two types of solutions

will be briefly introduced below. Here are the propositions with the second

conditions and the solution methods:

37. γax = y2; rectangle.

38. ax+ c21 = y2 + c22; rectangle.

39. γax = y2; triangle.

40. 2ax+ c21 = y2; triangle.

41. 2ax+ c21 = y2 + c22; rectangle.

42. γxy + c21 = y2 + c22; rectangle. The text begins with a solution by al-T. ūs̄ı of

case γ = 2, and it then continues with Nucaim’s solution for arbitrary γ, which

al-T. ūs̄ı may not have understood.

Finally, al-T. ūs̄ı adds a proposition which he found at the end of an unspecified

book of the Banū Mūsā:11

43. If segment a is divided in extreme and mean ratio into x and y (i.e., a =

x+ y, a : x = x : y), then ax+ y2 = 2x2 and a2 + y2 = 3x2.

A B
A B

CP

K L M N

Figure 0

11Note that they were the father and two uncles of Nucaim.
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I now introduce some terminology which may be unfamiliar to the modern reader.

Nucaim often uses the Euclidean technique of “application of areas.” In Elements

VI:28-29, Euclid explains how to apply to a given line AB a parallelogram equal

to a given area C and deficient by (or exceeding by) an area similar to a given

parallelogram P . Figure 0, left side, illustrates the “deficient” case: the defect,

namely parallelogram K, is similar to P , and L is equal in area to C. Figure 0,

right side illustrates the “excessive” case: the excess N is similar to P and M +N is

equal in area to C. Nucaim uses the proposition for the case where P is a rectangle,

so the applied parallelogram is also a rectangle. In most cases P is a square, so

the problem boils down to the solution of the quadratic equations AB · x− x2 = C

(“defective” case) and AB · x + x2 = C (“excessive” case), as Nucaim explains in

proposition 4. Nucaim would say that we apply the known area C to the line AB

in such a way that it exceeds (or falls short of) its completion by a square.

In propositions 39-40 Nucaim does not use the Euclidean application of areas, but

rather the construction of a right-angled isosceles triangle equal to a given area C.

This construction is based on Elements V:25 or Elements V:13. Algebraically, the

side of the required triangle can be found as the square root of 2C. In props. 37-38

and 39-40 he solves the same problem in both ways. In anachronistic algebraic terms,

Nucaim reduces the solution of an arbitrary quadratic equation in props. 37-38 to

the extraction of a square root in props. 39-40.

The Manuscript and Editorial Procedures

The manuscript Istanbul, University Library A.Y. 314 is a collection of nine math-

ematical and astronomical treatises. A description of its contents can be found in

[24, v-x]. The text by Nucaim ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā are found on f. 122b-136b

of the manuscript, which pages have received the numbers 246-274 in the facsimile

edition [24]. The text by Nucaim is undated but the previous texts are copies of

texts written in A.D. 1297/98 (cf. [24, v]). The manuscript is clearly written but

unfortunately the quality of the text is rather imperfect. In the beginning of the

extant manuscript of Nucaim’s Geometrical Problems it is stated that the text was

copied from al-T. ūs̄ı’s handwriting. This implies that an archetype of the extant

manuscript (not necessarily the extant manuscript itself) was a direct copy of the

manuscript in al-T. ūs̄ı’s own hand.

In my edition of the Arabic texts I have tried to restore the wording of Nucaim’s

original as far as is possible, assuming that al-T. ūs̄ı’s revision consisted in the correc-

tion of scribal errors. I have corrected some random mathematical mistakes which

were caused by scribal error and which al-T. ūs̄ı may not have noticed. Most of the

times these mistakes can be explained by the assumption that one or two words

were omitted from the text by mistake. There is no reason to assume the presence

of these mistakes in the original text by Nucaim. In the passages in prop. 7 and 42
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which al-T. ūs̄ı did not understand, I have attempted to restore the original text of

Nucaim.

In the Arabic text I have provided some punctuation, and I have made a few

adaptations in the orthography without noting this in the apparatus. Thus I have

changed and to and . I have added passages between angular

brackets < > in order to restore the original text. Passages between square brackets

[ ] should be deleted from the manuscript in order to restore the original text by

Nucaim. References to new pages of the facsimile edition are in parentheses ( ).

I have redrawn the figures but have tried to stay close to the figures in the

manuscript, which can of course be consulted in the facsimile edition [24]. Letters

in geometrical figures have been transcribed according to the following system (the

letters have been listed in the order of increasing numerical values): = A, = B,

= G, = D, = E, = W , = Z, = H, = T , = I, = K, = L, =

M , = N , = S, = O, = F , = C, = Q, = R, = J , = t,

= h, = J , = V , = d, = Y , = g. In most propositions, Nucaim labels

the points in the order of the numerical values. Propositions in which this “natural”

order is not used may be adaptations by Nucaim from other sources.

In the translation, words in in angular brackets < > are translations of words

or passages that I have added to the Arabic text in order to restore the original

text by Nucaim. Passages in parentheses ( ) or square brackets [ ] are my own

additions, which do not occur in the text by Nucaim. The footnotes contain some

mathematical commentary. In order to keep the footnotes limited in number, I have

included in the text a few references to Euclid’s Elements [9] and Data [10], [11]

in the form [El. VI:28]. These references do not occur in the Arabic manuscript

text. In the translation, the page numbers in the facsimile edition [24] also appear

in square brackets.
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Translation

Copied from the handwriting of the blessed master, his excellency Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n, may

God sanctify his soul.

These are geometrical problems from the book of Nucaim ibn Muh.ammad ibn

Mūsā the astronomer, which I copied from an extremely corrupted text. I have

corrected what I understood of it, and I have copied what I did not understand as

it was in the corrupted version in the text. I ask God for help.

D
AL

MKS

ZEG BH

Figure 1

1. (Fig. 1) If the sides of the quadrilateral ABGD are known and its angles

ABG,DGB are equal, and we draw the perpendicular AZ [and let it be known],12

and (if) we want to know the two diagonals of the quadrilateral, then let us draw

AE parallel to DG. We extend AD,EG to meet at H. We draw DM parallel to

line BGH, then it is equal to EG. Since AB is equal to AE and ME is equal to

DG, AM and ME are known. [247] But the ratio of AM to ME is as the ratio of

AD to DH, and AD is known, so DH is known.

The known square AH is equal to the (sum of the) squares of AZ, ZH, that is

the (sum of the) squares of AE,EH and the area13 BE times EH, that is the (sum

of the) square of AE and the area BH times HE. But the square of AE is known,

so by subtraction, the area BH times HE is known. But BG is known.

Let the ratio of EG to GH, which is known since it is equal to the ratio of AD

to DH, be the ratio of one to two. We construct the area KLS with right angles

such that LK is < one and a > half times KS. If we apply to the known line BG

the known area BH times HE in such a way that it exceeds its completion by an

area similar to the area KLS, and in such a way that the (segment) GH which is

12The solution does not assume that the length of the perpendicular AZ is known. I therefore take

this passage as an addition by a later writer, possibly Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n. If the length of AZ is known,

the problem is overdetermined.
13The author almost always uses area (sat.h. ) in the sense of rectangle.
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produced corresponds to KS, then GH is known, and the whole BH is known.14

After this we know the two diagonals of the quadrilateral.15 That is what we wanted.

A

BGD

Figure 2

2. (Fig. 2) We want to construct a right-angled triangle in such a way that the

ratio of the shorter side to the intermediate (side) is as the ratio of the intermediate

(side) to the longer (side). Thus let us assume a straight line BD. We describe on it

the semicircle BAD. We divide the line at G in extreme and mean ratio [El. VI:30].

We draw the perpendicular GA and we join AB. Then the area DB times BG is

equal to the square of GD, that is the square of AB, and the ratio of BG to GA is

as the ratio of GA to GD, that is AB. That is what we wanted.16

3. (Fig. 3) If there are a triangle ABG and an arbitrary line AD in it, and at

AD a point E, and we want to pass a line through it which ends at AB, AG in

such a way that the part intercepted between AB, AD is twice the part intercepted

between AD,AG, or three times (it), or any ratio we want, and let it (i.e., the part

between AB, AD) for example be twice it (i.e., the part between AD, AG),

14Using El. VI:29, the author constructs a rectangle BHX with HX perpendicular to HB in such

a way that (1) BH ·HX = AH2 −AE2, which is a known area, and (2) HX : HG = HE : HG =

HA : HD, which is a known ratio. In the terminology of Euclid, condition (2) is expressed in

the following form: the “exceeding” rectangle GHX is similar to an auxiliary rectangle LKS with

LK : KS = HA : HD. If AD : HD = 1 : 2 as in the text, we must have LK : KS = 1.5 : 1, as in

my emendation of the text.
15The construction presupposes familiarity with the Data of Euclid. Nucaim assumes that the sides

AB, BG, GD, DA are known in magnitude but not necessarily in position, and that the angles ABG

and DGB are equal (but not known). He then supposes without loss of generality that B and G

are known in position, and he assumes by way of analysis that points A and D have been found.

He then argues that AM, ME, AD, DH are ”known”, but the word means ”known in magnitude”,

not position. Then he finds that the area BH.HE is known in magnitude, so he can construct the

position of H. Because he knows the magnitudes of AB and AH, he can construct the position of

A. Then AH is known in position so he can find the position of D.
16By AG2 = DG · GB, hence AB2 = AG2 + GB2 = DG · GB + GB2 = DG · GB as in the text.

Putting BD = 1, φ = 1
2 (
√
5 − 1), and assuming GB < GD, we have GD = AB = φ, AG =

φ
3
2 , GB = φ2, ̸ BAG = 38o10′. Triangles AGD and DAB also have the required property.
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then we mark on AB the point T arbitrarily and we draw TW parallel to AD. We

make WD twice DL. We join TSL. Then TS is twice SL. We draw LK parallel to

AD and we join TK. Then TO is twice OK. We draw from E a line parallel [248]

to line TK to meet the two sides at the points Z,H. Then ZE is twice EH. That

is what we wanted.

H GE B

AD

Figure 4a

4. If (the sum of) a property (x2) and a number of roots (ax) is equal to a known

number (b, i.e., x2 + ax = b), we make the property the square ABGD (Fig. 4a).

We apply to side GD of it an area equal to the number of roots (ax),17 namely the

area GDE. Then GE is the number of the roots (a), and it is known. The whole

area AE is known, since it is the sum of the property and the roots which are equal

to the known number. If we apply the known area (b) to the known (line) GE (a)

in such a way that it exceeds its completion by a square [El. VI:29], the exceeding

square is the property.

There is another proof of it (Fig. 4a). We bisect GE at H. Then the known

(line) GE has been bisected at H and GB has been added to it, so the known (area)

EB times BG together with the known square GH is equal to the square of BH

[El. II:6]. So it is known, and BH is known. But GH is known, so BG is known,

and it is the root.18

17The manuscript has: “equal to the number of the roots” (a).
18This “proof” does not explain the construction of the root, but it is an analysis corresponding to

the preceding proof.
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There is a third proof of it (Fig. 4b). Let AB be half of the number of the

roots; it is known. We draw on it the square ABGD. Then we construct an area

similar to the above-mentioned square and equal to <the above-mentioned square

together with> the known number [El. VI:25], namely (square) SD. Then its root

HD is known. But GD is known, so the remainder GH is known, and it is the root,

because the gnomon is equal to the square plus the roots and the two complements

are the roots, because they are (together) the area of the number of the roots times

the root.19

And if it is said: I have a property and a known number, and near me (?) are

some roots among the roots of the property (i.e., x2 + b = ax):20 We make the

property (x2) the area MLGE (Fig. 4c). We apply to one of its sides, namely GE,

an area equal to the number (b), which has been mentioned above in connection

with the square, and let it be EGAB. Then the line AL is known because the

number of what is in it is equal to the number (a) of roots equal to the square <

plus the number >. Thus we apply to the line AL an area which is deficient from its

completion by a square, and the applied (area) is equal to the number (b) which has

been mentioned above in connection with the square [El. VI:28]. Then the deficient

square is the property.

19If GD = DB = a/2, [DHSZ] = b + a2/4, GH = x, then the “gnomon” GHSZBA consists of a

square x2 plus two complements with areas xa/2, so the area of the gnomon is x2 + ax. Therefore

x is a solution of x2 + ax = b.
20The author tacitly assumes b < a2/4 and he considers the root x = (a/2) −

!
(a/2)2 − b. He

shows no awareness of the second root x = (a/2) +
!

(a/2)2 − b.
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There is another proof for it (Fig. 4c).21 We bisect AL [249] at Z, and it has

been divided into two unequal parts at G. So we have subtracted the product AG

times GL, that is the known area AE, from the square of <half> the known line,

and the remainder is the square of GZ [El. II:5], < so the square of GZ > is known,

and its root GZ is known. Then the remainder LG is the root of the property.

AE Z

G D

Figure 4d

There is a third proof of it (Fig. 4d).22 We bisect the number of the roots, and

we make the number of what is in GD equal to the number of half of the roots. We

construct the known square GZ. We subtract from the known square GZ the known

number which has been mentioned together with the square, and we construct from

the remainder a square similar to the square GZ, and it (i.e., the new square) is

known, and the line AZ is known, so the line AE is known, and it is the root of the

property.

21The manuscript seems to render this figure twice, the first time on f. 248 bottom of page, without

point Z, and the second time on f. 249, top of page, in a rotated form with point Z.
22Fig. 4d is my reconstruction based on a corrupt figure in the text, f. 249 lines 7-8 to the left. There

is another corrupt figure on f. 249 in the middle of lines 7-8. The purpose of this figure is unclear to

me so I have not rendered it in the translation. The text does not discuss the third type of equation

x2 = ax + b, or b = x(x − a). If one interprets the equation as an equality between squares and

rectangles in a figure, it is natural to consider the segment y = x − a, hence the equation reduces

to b = ay + y2 which has been treated above.
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< 5. > (Fig. 5) In triangle BED angle E is (a) right (angle), and perpendicular

EG is drawn from it to BD. From the points B,D two lines BH,DH are drawn,

each of which is equal to ED, and HG is drawn.23 I say that it is equal to GD.

Proof of this:24 We drop the perpendicular HK and we cut off TK equal to KG.

Then, by subtraction, BT is equal to GD. The square of DE is equal to the area

BD times DG,25 so the square of DH is equal to BD times DG, that is the square

of GD plus the area BG times GD. Since the angle DGH is obtuse, the square of

DH is equal to the square of GD plus the square of GH plus the area TG times

GD [El. II:12], that is, equal to the square of GH plus the area BG times GD. We

subtract the common area BG times GD, then the square of GD is equal to the

square of GH, so GH is equal to GD, and that is what we wanted.
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Figure 6

6. (Fig. 6) (In) triangle ABG, side BG is extended in the direction of K and

point D is marked arbitrarily on side AB. We want to draw from it an line which

ends at BGK in such a way that [a] the triangle produced by it on line BGK is

23Point H only exists if DB ≤ 2DE, that is to say ̸ D ≤ 60o. If ̸ D = 60o,H = K, if ̸ D =

45o,H = E, if ̸ D =< 45o, point H is outside triangle EGB.
24The following proof is simpler: since DH2 = BD ·DG, we have BD : DH = HD : DG. Because

̸ D is common, it follows that the triangles BDH and HDG are similar. From BH = DH we

conclude HG = DG.
25See the proof of El. I:47.
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equal to [b] the triangle which is cut off by it and which remains of the triangle

ABG, or ([a] is) two times it ([b]), or any known amount we want of it.

Thus let it first (be required to) be two times it. Let us draw in triangle ABG

from point D the line DT [250] arbitrarily. We extend it towards O, and we make

DO two times DT . We extend ODT in the direction of Z and we make the ratio of

OD to DZ as the ratio of BD to DA. We let pass through the two points O,Z two

lines OS,HZ parallel to the side AG, and we extend HZ to meet BG at E. We

extend ED to meet OS at S. We draw SA.

Then it is clear that SD,DM are in the ratio of OD,DT , so SD is twice DM ,

and triangle SAD is twice triangle ADM . But triangle SDA is equal to triangle

BDE, since the ratio of SD to DE, which is equal to the ratio of OD to DZ, is

as the ratio of BD to DA in reciprocal proportionality, and angle SDA is equal to

angle BDE [El. VI:14]. So triangle BDE is twice triangle ADM , and that is what

we wanted.
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7. (Fig. 7) In triangle ABD, the sides AD,DB are together known,26 and its

perpendicular AG has been drawn and it is known, and the ratio of BG to GD is

known. We want to know each of the lines AD,DB.

So for this we draw the line ZT and we make it equal to the two lines AD,DB

together. We construct on it the square ZE, and we draw the diagonal ZE, and we

construct the square ZH equal to the square of AG. And let in this problem GD be

twice GB. Then the square of BD is twice the square of DG and a quarter of the

square DG together, and line ZT is equal to the lines AD,DB together. So if we

divide ZT into two parts in such a way that the square of one of the parts is equal

to (the sum of) the square ZH and the square of two-thirds of the other part,27 we

26The text means that the sum of AD and DB is known.
27We have AD2 = AG2 +GD2 = [ZH ] + ( 23BD)2, and ZS = SH = AG.
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have constructed what we wanted.

Proof 28 of this: We extend LH towards Q and we make HQ equal to (the sum

of) LH,HS. We make QN equal to < a quarter of > LH. We draw Nt parallel

to the diagonal EZ and we make NJ equal to HQ. We draw Jh at right angles.

We make the area F such that its length is one and one-eighth29 of its width, and

we apply to HJ the area MCHQO which exceeds its completion by the area JM ,

such that JM is similar to the area F , and such that the applied area (MCHQO)

is equal to triangle EHQ. If we do this and drop the area JNth, which is equal to

HCQK, then by subtraction area KO is equal to triangle ECK, and twice KO is

equal to the square of EK. Line QJ is equal to (the sum of) LH,HS and QN <

a quarter of > LH, and area JM is equal to the square of hJ and one-eighth of it,

and that is what we wanted.

What I have seen here is different from this proposition and this figure, and I did

not understand anything of it, so I have copied it like this.30

28The text continues with the construction of the auxiliary problem just mentioned, but the proof

is missing. At the end of the construction, al-T. ūs̄ı says that he did not understand the argument.

I have tentatively emended several scribal errors in order to reconstruct the division by Nucaim of

the given segment TE = ZT = AD +DB into the desired parts TK = AD and KE = BD.
29The manuscript reads “such that its length is equal to the chord of its width.” I have emended

“equal to the chord” mithl watar to “(equal to) one and one-eighth” mithl wa-thumn. The emen-

dation restores the mathematical sense, which may have escaped al-T. ūs̄ı.
30I now analyze the construction for the general case. We wish to construct a triangle ADB in

such a way that AD + DB = a,AG = c, DG = γDB for given a, c, γ with c < a,γ > 0. Put

AD = x,DB = y. Because AD2 = AG2 + DG2 we have x2 = c2 + γ2y2 (*). Thus we have to

divide a segment of length a into two parts x and y such that (*) is satisfied. In props. 28-31, the

text refers to a “previous proposition” for the solution of this problem for arbitrary c and γ. Thus

Nucaim must have intended to solve this general problem, although he assumes γ = 2/3 in the

present prop. 7.

Nucaim could have argued somewhat as follows: Assume the problem solved, and let TK =

AD,KE = BD. Then TK2 = [ZH ] + (γKE)2. If we extend KC to meet ZL extended at P ,

we have KE2/2 = (γ−2/2)(TK2 − [ZH ]) = γ−2[LHCP ]. Adding [HQKC] we obtain QE2/2 =

[HQKC]+γ−2[LHCP ]. The left term QE2/2 is the area of triangle HQE, which is determined by

the given lengths of ZT and ZS. Nucaim may have tried to change the right term into a trapezium,

as follows. Extend SH to meet KC extended at R. Then if we put QJ = γ−2LH and JO =

γ−2OM/2, we have γ−2[LHCP ] = γ−2[LHRP ] + γ−2 ·∆HCR = [QJhK] + [JOMh] = [QOMK],

whence QE2/2 = [HQKC] + [QOMK] = [HOMC]. Thus we have to apply to the given segment

HJ a trapezium HOMC in such a way that the excess rectangle [JOMh] is similar to a rectangle

F of which the length (corresponding to JO) is γ−2/2 times the width (corresponding to OM).

In prop. 7, the construction is explained for the case γ = 2/3. Then γ−2/2 = 9/8, so the length

of rectangle F is 9/8 times its width, in agreement with my reconstructed text. However, several
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8. (Fig. 8)31 Triangle ABG is known, and on AG the point D (is known), and

BG has been extended towards H. We want to draw from point D a line which

ends at the lines AB,BG in such a way that the triangle between AG,GH is, for

example,32 twice the triangle which it (the line) cuts off from the triangle ABG.

So we let pass through point D the line DZ arbitrarily, and we extend it towards

M,K, and we make DZ equal to MZ. We let pass through M the line MO parallel

to AB. We make the ratio of MD to DK as the ratio of GD to DA. We let pass

through K the line KE parallel to AB. We draw from point E the line EDWO.33

Then line WO is equal to line WD, and the ratio of GD to DA, which is as the ratio

of MD to DK, [251] is as the ratio of OD to DE, in reciprocal proportionality.34

We join OG,AE. Then they are parallel. We join AO. Then triangle ADO is equal

to triangle GDE, and triangle AOD is twice triangle AWD, so triangle GDE is

twice triangle AWD, and that is what we wanted.

problems remain. In the text, point Q is defined not as the intersection of LH extended and TE,

but rather as the point on LH extended such that HQ = LH +HS. Point Q is on line TE only if

LH +HS + LH = ZT , that is to say, a = AD +DB = 3AG = 3c. The text defines the positions

of points N and J by NJ = HQ and by QN = LH , which I have emended to QN = LH/4. Then

QJ = (9/4)LH only if a = 3c, so we find the same tacit assumption again. We note that line Nt

and the equality of the trapezia HCKQ and NthJ are irrelevant but mentioned in the text. The

construction of a trapezium HOMC with given area is not one of the standard constructions of

Euclid’s Elements, although it can of course be reduced to Elements VI:29.
31From a modern point of view, propositions 6 and 8 are solutions of the same problem. In propo-

sitions 6 and 8, the required straight line through point D intersects the base BG on different sides

of the triangle. Next to Fig. 8 the manuscript says: “Line OZG is straight.” Line OG does not in

general pass through point Z, although this happens to be true for the figure in the manuscript.
32The general problem and its solution are essentially the same as prop. 6. In prop. 8 Nucaim draws

OG//AE, but in prop. 6 he does not draw the corresponding lines SB//AE.
33The lines MO and AB are assumed to be parallel.
34This terminology occurs in El. VI:14, which is used here to conclude ∆ADO = ∆GDE from

GD : DA = OD : DE and ̸ ADO = ̸ GDE.
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9. (Fig. 9) (Side) BG of triangle ABG is bisected at D, AD is drawn and H is

marked on it. BG is extended in both directions and from it equal (segments) BE,

GZ are cut off, and HLE,HTZ are drawn. I say: Then the triangles ALH,ATH

are equal.

Proof of this: We let pass through H the line KHM parallel to BG. Then KH

is equal to HM since BD is equal to DG, and the triangles AKH,AMH are equal.

We extend KM in both directions35 and we cut off KJ,MS equal to the equal

(segments) ED,DZ. We draw from the points J, S two lines parallel to the lines

AB,AG, namely the lines JO, SC. We extend the lines HE,HZ to meet them

(JO, SC) at Q,N .

We join QN . Then it is parallel to OC, because OE,ZC, which are equal to

BD,DG, are equal to one another, and JH,SH are equal, so36 triangle JQH is

similar to triangle OQE,37 and the ratio of OE to JH is as the ratio of QE to QH;

in the same way, triangle SNH is similar to triangle CNZ and the ratio of CZ to

SH is as the ratio of NZ to NH; therefore the ratio of HQ to QE is as the ratio of

HN to NZ and QN is parallel to EZ. Again, triangle HJQ is similar to triangle

HKL, so the ratio of JK to KH is as the ratio of QL to LH. Triangle HSN is

similar to triangle HMT and the ratio of SM to MH is as the ratio of NT to TH.

So the ratio of QL to LH is as the ratio of NT to TH, and if we join LT , it

is parallel to EZ.38 So the triangles LKH,TMH are on equal bases and between

parallel lines,39 so the whole triangle ALH is equal to the whole triangle ATH, and

35Here begins an unnecessarily complicated part of the proof.
36The sentence “because OE,ZC, which are equal to BD,DG, are equal to one another, and

JH, SH are equal,” is mathematically irrelevant, and the word “so” is inappropriate.
37In the manuscript the label Q is often indistinguishable from the label W .
38That LT and EZ are parallel can also be proved by noting that HL : LE = HK : BE = HM :

GZ = MT : TG. Then it is not necessary to define points S,C,N, J,O,Q. Prop. 9 is probably a

lemma for a more complicated proposition in which these points played a role.
39By El. I:40, triangles LKH and TMH are equal in area.
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that is what we wanted. [252]
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10. (Fig. 10) We want to construct on a scalene triangle, such as triangle GDT ,

a quadrilateral40 with equal sides and angles which circumscribes the triangle if this

is possible. Thus we draw the perpendicular GM of the triangle, and we extend it.

We cut off GH equal to DT , and we join DH. We draw from T the perpendicular

TE onto it, and we extend ET , and from G we draw onto it (ET ) the perpendicular

GB. We draw from D a line DA parallel to line ET , and we extend BG to meet it

at A. I say: then AE is a square.

Proof of this: we draw perpendicular GZ onto DE. Then in (triangles)

GZH,DMH angles M,Z are right (angles), and angle H is common, so trian-

gles GZH,DMH are similar. In the same way we prove that triangles DMH,DET

are similar. So triangle GZH is similar to triangle DET , so GZ is equal to DE.

But GZ is equal to BE. So DE is equal to BE, so area AE is a square. That is

what we wanted.41

40For quadrilateral the text uses the word murabbac which normally means “square”.
41The same construction is found in Chapter 7 of the treatise On the Geometrical Constructions

Necessary For the Craftsman by Abu’l-Wafā’ (940-ca. 998). Prop. 10 is the second of the three

solutions which Abu’l-Wafā’ presents. Abu’l-Wafā’ labels the points differently. His proofs have

not been transmitted in the extant Arabic manuscripts (compare [27]). See for the Arabic text [1,

pp. 90-91] and f. 30-31 of the facsimile of MS. Istanbul, Ayasofya 2753 in [18].
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Know that there are triangles which are not circumscribed by a square; this is

to say that its perpendicular (i.e., its altitude) is equal to half the base or less than

that.42 For if GM is equal to MH and DM is common, and the angles on both

sides of M are right (angles), then DG is therefore equal to DH, and this is absurd

because DH is (then) necessarily longer than DE in the square. That is what we

wanted.
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11. (Fig. 11) We want to construct in a scalene triangle a square which the

triangle circumscribes. Let the triangle be HBZ. Then we draw from point H the

perpendicularHD and from B a line parallel to DH, and we cut off from it (segment

BA) equal to BZ. We join AD. We draw from point < M > the perpendicular <

MG > and the line MW parallel to BZ, and from W the line WE parallel to MG.

Then I say: ME is a square.

42The suggestion in the text is incorrect. In Figure 10a, which is not in the manuscript, the

perpendicular GM is shorter than half the base DT , and DH is longer than DE.
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Proof: Since AB is parallel to MG, the ratio of AB to MG is as the ratio of AD

to DM . But the ratio of AD to DM is as the ratio of BH to HM , and this (ratio)

is as the ratio of BZ to MW . So, alternately [El. V:16], the ratio of AB to BZ is

as the ratio of MG to MW . But AB is equal to BZ, so MG is equal to MW , so

ME is a square.43 [253]
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12. (Fig. 12) We want to prove that in any triangle, the three perpendiculars

(i.e., altitudes), if extended, pass through one point. Thus let the triangle ABG first

be acute-angled. We draw in it perpendiculars BE, GD to meet at Z, and we draw

AZH. I say that it is perpendicular to BG.

Proof: we join DE. Then, since angles BEG,GDB are right (angles), a circle

circumscribes trapezium BDEG, and angle GDE is equal to angle GBE. Similarly

also, since angles ADZ,AEZ are right (angles), a circle circumscribes trapezium

ADZE, and angle HAE is equal to angle GDE, that is angle GBE. So the angles

GAH, GBE are equal, and angle G is common to them (triangles GAH, GBE),

and by subtraction, angle AHG is equal to angle BEG, which is (a) right (angle),

so it (angle AHG) is (a) right (angle).

But if the triangle is obtuse-angled, such as triangle BZG, and angle Z is obtuse,

then if we draw two perpendiculars (to the opposite sides) from the points B,G to

meet at A, the triangle ABG which is produced is acute-angled, and it is clear that

if AZ is extended, it meets the base BG at a right (angle). So in every triangle, its

perpendiculars meet at a point, and that is what we wanted.

43This construction is also found in Chapter 7 of the treatise On the Geometrical Constructions

Necessary For the Craftsman by Abu’l-Wafā’. Our prop. 11 is the second of two solutions which

Abu’l-Wafā ’ presents. His proofs have not come down to us. See for the Arabic text [1, pp. 92-93]

and f. 31 of the facsimile of MS. Istanbul, Ayasofya 2753 in [18].
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13. (Fig. 13) If triangle BDW has known sides, and (if) we want to draw in it a

line parallel to DW in such a way that the drawn line is equal to (the sum of) the

two lines which this line cuts off from the two sides on the side of D,W , then we

divide line DW into two parts in point E in such a way that the ratio of DE to EW

is as the ratio of DB to BW . We join EB and we draw from B line BA parallel to

DW , and let BA be equal to BD. We extend WD in a straight line, and we draw

from A line AG parallel to BD. It is clear that AB is equal to AG. We draw AE,

which intersects BD at H and from H (we draw) line HLZ parallel to DW . Then

I say: line HLZ is equal to (the sum of) the two lines HD,ZW .

Proof of this: The ratio of AB to LH is as the ratio of AE to EH since AB,HL

are parallel [254]. But the ratio of AE to EH is as the ratio of AG to HD. So the

ratio of AG to HD is as the ratio of AB to HL. Alternately, the ratio of AG to

AB is as the ratio of HD to HL. But AG is equal to AB, so HD is equal to HL.

But the ratio of HD to ZW is as the ratio of HL to LZ.44 Alternately, the ratio of

HD to HL is as the ratio of ZW to LZ. But HD is equal to HL, so LZ is equal to

ZW , and line HLZ is equal to lines HD,ZW together. That is what we wanted.

And if we want that the parallel line which is drawn is equal to twice the (sum

of the) lines which it cuts off from the triangle, we make AB twice BD, and in this

way any magnitude we want.

44We have HD : ZW = HL : LZ because BD : BW = DE : EW by construction. Note that BE

is the bisector of ̸ DBW .
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14. (Fig. 14) And if we want that the square of the parallel line which is drawn is

equal to the (sum of the) squares of the two lines cut off from the triangle, then we

make in triangle ABG, after extending GA, the square of GZ equal to the (sum of

the) squares of GA,AB. We draw KEH parallel to GZ and equal to KG.45 Then

the square of KG, that is the square of ED, is equal to the (sum of the) squares of

KE,EB, that is, the (sum of the) squares of GD,EB. And (we argue) by a similar

reasoning, if we want that the square of DE is two times the (sum of the) squares

of BE,DG, or any amount we want. That is what we wanted.
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15. (Fig. 15) If in circle ABG chord BG is known, and its diameter is known,

and (if) on chord BG two lines BA,AG are drawn46 and the ratio between them is

known, and we want to know each of them, then we bisect angle BAG by line AD

and we draw BD,DG. Then they are equal and each of them is known. The ratio

of BA to AG is as the ratio of BE to EG [El. VI:3], so each of BE,EG is known,

and DE is known. [255] [By subtraction, AE is known.]47 The area of BE,48 which

45Line GH bisects angle AGB.
46Point A is assumed to be on the circle.
47The passage [By subtraction, AE is known.] is incorrect because AD is not known in magnitude.

In the original text, Nucaim may have referred to the “subtraction” BD2 −BE · EG = DE2.
48The manuscript has BD.
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is known, times BA (plus) AG is known,49 so the sum of lines BA,AG is known,

and the ratio between them is known, so each of them is known.50

In the same figure, if the diameter of the circle is known, and line BG is known,

and the sum of lines BA,AG is known, and we want to know each of them, then

each of BD,DG is known, and the product of BD times the sum of BA,AG is

known, and it is equal to AD times BG, so AD is known, and BD is known, so AB

is known.51
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16. (Fig. 16) If triangle ABG is known, and side BG in it is extended to D,

which is (a) known (point), and we want to draw from point D a line which ends

at AB in such a way that the triangle which is produced between the drawn line

and lines AG,GD is equal to the triangle which was produced by the line and lines

BA,AG, then we join AD and we draw from G GE parallel to AD. We join ED.

Then triangles AED, AGD are equal, because they are on the base AD and between

parallels EG,AD [El. I:40]. We drop the common triangle AZD, then by subtraction

49Here Nucaim probably used Euclid, Data 93 to the effect that ED·(BA+AG) = BG·BD, which is

also a known rectangle. Note that Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n published an edition of Euclid’s Data, see [28, p. 203].

According to Data 93, Euclid proves BA+AG : BG = AD : BD, hence BD ·(BA+AG) = AD ·BG.

This could explain the scribal error BD for BE, see the previous footnote.
50The same problem is solved in the Book of Assumed Things (Kitāb al-Mafrūd. āt) by Thābit ibn

Qurra, in prop. 34 in Thābit’s original, cf. [8, p. 217] and prop. 11 in the revision by Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n

al-T. ūs̄ı, see [30, pp. 5-6]. Thābit’s proof is simpler and based on the observation that the shape of

triangle ABG is determined by BA : AG and the (constant) angle BAG contained in the segment

BAG. However, Thābit’s proof cannot easily be used for a numerical determination of BA and AG.

Nucaim’s solution was more suitable for the practical determination of two Chords (or Sines) of arcs

α and β from their sum α+ β and the ratio between their Chords or Sines. Similar problems were

studied in a trigonometrical context by the 11th-century Andalusian mathematician Ibn Mucādh

al-Jayyān̄ı, see [32, pp. 153-164].
51In triangle ABD, sides AD and DB have a known length and angle BAD is known. Then

the shape (and hence the size) of triangle ABD is known according to Data 44. AB is one of

the two possibilities for the third side. (The other possibility is AG, because BD = DG and

̸ BAD = ̸ DAG.)
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triangles DZG,AZE are equal, and that is what we wanted.52
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17. (Fig. 17) And if we want the triangle DHG to be half of triangle AEH,53

we join DA and we draw from point G the line GL parallel to it. If we have drawn

from D a line which intersects AG,LG and ends at AB in such a way that the line

between AG,LG is equal to the line between LG,AB, we have constructed what we

wanted.54

The drawing of this line is as we (now) explain. Let us put this line as line

DHZE, which intersects AG, LG at the points H,Z. Then (by analysis) HZ is

equal to ZE. The ratio of DE to EZ is as the ratio of DA to ZL, but the ratio

of DE to EZ is as the ratio of DZ together with ZH to ZH, and the ratio of DZ

together with ZH to ZH is as the ratio of AD together with twice ZG to ZG. So

the ratio of AD together with twice ZG to ZG [256] is as the ratio of AD to LZ.

We extend LG towards M and we make GM equal to half AD. Then the ratio of

MZ to ZG is as the ratio of GM to LZ.55 So area GM times GZ is equal to area

ZM times ZL.

52In prop. 8 Nucaim solved the analogous problem in which point Z is given and point D is required.
53The manuscript has AEZ.
54We have ∆DHG = ∆AHZ since DA and GZ are parallel. Therefore HZ : HE = ∆DHG :

∆AHE = 1 : 2.
55We have MZ : ZG = (ZG +GM) : ZG = (2ZG +AD)/2 : ZG = AD/2 : LZ = GM : LZ.
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If we want to divide LM by this division, (i.e.,) in such a way that the product

of the two parts is equal to the product of GM times the excess of LG over one

of those parts, we construct on LM the square MK. We draw the diagonal KM .

We draw from G to KM the line GS equal to GM . We draw TS parallel to LM .

We draw LF equal to LT . Then we apply to KF a parallelogrammic area (FW )

deficient from its completion by a square (WYK), and (FW being) equal to the

oblong area TSGL. If we do that, by subtraction the area LW is equal to the area

OG, which is the area SG times GZ. But the area WL is the area MZ times ZL.

And similarly if we want the magnitude of triangle AEH to be any magnitude

we want (times the magnitude of triangle DGH), we reason in it (i.e., this problem)

by this reasoning.56
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18. (Fig. 18) Let the parallelogrammic area ABGD be known. The diagonal

BG is drawn in it, and BD is extended indefinitely. We want to draw from A a

line which intersects BG and ends at point E of line BD outside the area in such a

way that the triangle which falls between the lines BG,DG is equal to the triangle

produced outside the area, I mean the triangles GHZ, ZDE.57 Then we make the

remaining area of triangle BGD common, then triangle BGD is equal to triangle

BHE. But triangle BGD is equal to triangle ABG. The ratio of triangle BHE to

triangle ABH is as the ratio of EH to HA, that is the ratio of BH to HG. Again,

56If we want ∆AEH = c · ∆DGH for c > 1, we define MG = AD/c, and we obtain ZM · ZL =

(c − 1) · GM · GZ. The same problem (for an arbitrary given ratio ∆DHG : ∆AEH) was the

second of a set of six geometrical problems which were studied in Iran in the late tenth century AD.

A solution by Abū Sahl al-Kūh̄ı was preserved by his contemporary Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
cAbd al-Jal̄ıl al-Sijz̄ı in the Book on the Selected Problems Which Were Discussed by Him and the

Geometers of Sh̄ırāz and Khorāsān, and his (i.e., al-Sijz̄ı’s) Annotations, see manuscript Dublin,

Chester Beatty Library 3652, f. 46a:20-46b:10 [3, vol. 3, p. 59], [26, f. 42:4-43:11], [6, pp. 32-34].
57The author begins with an analysis, in which he assumes that line AHZE has been found. The

problem is a variation of the lemma in the construction of the regular heptagon by (pseudo?-)

Archimedes which was translated into Arabic by Thābit ibn Qurra; in the lemma ABDG is a

square and one is asked to construct AHZE in such a way that triangles AHG and DZE are equal

in area [12, pp. 204-213].
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triangle BHE is equal to triangle ABG, and the ratio of triangle ABG to triangle

ABH is as the ratio of GB to BH. So the ratio of GB to BH is as the ratio of

BH to HG and the area BG times GH is equal to the square of BH [257]. Thus, if

we divide BG at H in extreme and mean ratio [El. VI:30] and draw through A line

AHE, triangle HGZ is equal to triangle DZE, and that is what we wanted.58
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19. (Fig. 19) Let AZHB be a parallelogram. ZH has been extended to T . We

want to draw from T a line to (meet) AZ in such a way that the triangle which is

produced is equal to the area above it, that is (the area) which it cuts off from area

AZHB.

Thus we draw from T the line TE arbitrarily, and let it intersect the sides AZ,BH

at points W,S. We make the triangle TED similar to the triangle TWZ and equal

to (the sum of) the triangle TWZ and the area WZHS [El. VI:25]. We extend DE.

We make on DT the triangle DGT equal to the area AZHB [cf. El. I:44]. We say:

then line TM is what we wanted.

(Proof:) Since in triangle < DGT > the lines ZM , HL are parallel to line GD,

and WE has been drawn in it, and the area EDZW is equal to the area WZHS,

(therefore) the area GDZM is equal to the area MZHL.59 If we subtract the

area MZHL, which is common to the area AZHB and the triangle TGD, which

are equal, the sum of the area GMZD and the triangle TLH, that is the triangle

TMZ, is equal to the area AMLB, and that is what we wanted.

58In the late tenth century AD, Abū Sacd al-cAlā’ ibn Sahl constructed line AHZE in Fig. 18 in

such a way that ∆GHZ : ∆ZDE is a given ratio. Al-cAlā’ used a parabola and a hyperbola. The

construction has been preserved in the form of a synthesis in an anonymous text entitled Synthesis

of the Problems of which al-cAlā’ ibn Sahl gave analyses. See the edition of the anonymous text

in [19, pp. 179-184]. In 1977, A. Anbouba [2, p. 373] identified the author of the anonymous text

as the late tenth-century mathematician Abū’l-Jūd Muh.ammad ibn al-Layth. R. Rashed tried to

identify the author of the anonymous text as the tenth-century geometer Abū cAbdallāh al-Shann̄ı

[19, pp. cxxxiv-cxxxvi]. Compare, however, the evidence in [12, p. 260], not cited by Rashed, and

supporting the identification by A. Anbouba.
59We have [EDZW ] : [WZHS] = (ED + ZW ) : (WZ + HS) = (GD + ZM) : (MZ + HL) =

[GDZM ] : [MZHL].
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And if we want that the triangle is half of the area, or two times it, or any amount

we wish times it, then we construct what we want in the way we have described.60
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20. (Fig. 20) In square ABDG line EZ is (drawn) parallel to AG. One (square)

ell of the area AZ is equal in value to five (square) ells of the area ZB. We want to

draw from point D a line to AG in such a way that it cuts the areas GE,ZB into

two parts and the value of one part of the square ABDG is equal to the value of the

other part of it.

Thus we draw the line DML to (cut off) a [258] known (arbitrary) magnitude

of AG, namely GL. Then the area LMZG and its value are known, and similarly

the triangle MZD and its value, and the value of half of the two areas AZ,ZB is

known. The ratio of the value of triangle LGD to the value of triangle MZD, both

of which are known, is as the ratio of the value of half of the two areas AZ,ZB,

(the values of) which are known, to the value of what corresponds (in this ratio) to

triangle MZD (in the first ratio), and that is triangle ZDT . So its value and its

area are known. We extend DT to H, then the value of triangle DGH is equal to

the value of half of the two areas AZ,ZB. That is what we wanted.61

60For ∆TMZ = c · [AMLB], choose ∆TED = ∆TWZ + c · [WZHS] and ∆TDG = c · [ABHZ].
61The problem always has a solution H between G and A, because the value of triangle DGA is

greater than half the value of the whole square.
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21. (Fig. 21) If the quadrilateral ATGL with unequal sides is known, and angle

GTA in it is (a) right (angle), and TG is extended indefinitely, and we want to draw

from point A a line which intersects LG and ends at line TG in such a way that the

triangle which is produced by the drawn line and by the lines LG,HG62 is equal

to the known triangle B: then we draw from point A line AH parallel to line LG.

Then GH is known, and that is the case because TG and angle AHT , that is angle

LGT , are known [Data 30].

Let the drawn line be line AS,63 which intersects LG at Z. We draw ZW parallel

to line GH, so it is equal to it, and (it is) known (in magnitude). We apply to WZ

a parallelogrammic area equal to twice triangle B, namely area DWZE, which is

twice B. We join AE,ES,AG. Then triangle AZE is equal to triangle B,64 that

is to say, equal to triangle ZGS, so line ES is parallel to line AG.65 But EG was

(assumed to be) parallel to AH. So triangle EGS is similar to triangle AHG, and

triangle AHG has known sides. So the ratio of EG to GS is known, and line ZE is

known, and triangle ZGS has a known area, so lines ZS, GS are known.66

By this reasoning we draw from point A a line such that triangle ZGS is equal

to triangle B even if angle [259] T is not (a) right (angle).67

62Point H is supposed to be on line TG.
63The text begins with an analysis.
642∆AZE = area DWZE because AH and LG are parallel.
65We have ∆AGE = ∆AZE +∆AZG = ∆GZS +∆AZG = ∆AGS.
66The analysis can be completed as follows. Since triangle ZGS has a known area and angle G is

known, the rectangle ZG · GS is known by Euclid, Data 66. Since the ratio EG : GS is known, it

follows that the rectangle ZG · EG is known. Since ZE is known in magnitude, ZG can now be

determined by application of areas, according to Euclid’s Data 59.
67In the Selected Problems, Ibrāh̄ım ibn Sinān (907-946) solves the same problem by a more com-

plicated analysis than Nucaim. See [21, pp. 237-238] (no. 30), [4, pp. 549-550, pp. 714-717] (no. 31).

The same problem (in different wording) was the last of a set of six geometrical problems which were

studied in Iran in the late tenth century AD. A simple solution by Abū Sahl al-Kūh̄ı was preserved

by his contemporary Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn cAbd al-Jal̄ıl al-Sijz̄ı in the Book on the Selected
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22. (Fig. 22) The area ABGD is a parallelogram, side BG has been extended

indefinitely, and line EZ has been drawn in it parallel to the sides AB,GD. We

want to draw from point A a line which ends at line BGL and which intersects lines

GD,ZE and such that the triangle which is produced outside the area ABGD is

equal to the triangle which is cut of by the drawn line from area EDGZ.

Thus we draw line ATH arbitrarily and we divide GD into two parts in M in

such a way that the duplicate of the ratio of DM to MG is as the ratio of triangle

AHD to area ETHD.68 We draw AML. I say: the area EKMD is equal to the

triangle MGL.

Proof of this: The ratio of triangle ADH to area ETHD, which is as the ratio of

triangle AMD to area EKMD, is equal to the duplicate of the ratio of DM to MG,

that is to say that it is as the ratio of triangle AMD to triangle MGL [El. VI:19].

So the ratio of triangle AMD to area EKMD and to triangle MGL is the same.

So they are equal. That is what we wanted.

Problems Which Were Discussed by Him and the Geometers of Sh̄ırāz and Khorāsān, and his (i.e.,

al-Sijz̄ı’s) Annotations, see the manuscript Chester Beatty 3653, f. 47a:13-25, [26, f. 45:9-22], [6,

pp. 38-39].
68This can be done as follows. First construct segments p, q such that p : q = ∆AHD : [ETHD].

Then construct segment r such that p : r = r : q [El. VI:13], and divide segment DG at M in the

ratio p : r [El. VI:10].
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23. (Fig. 23) If there is a square ABGD and its diameter is BG and in triangle

ABG line LC has been drawn parallel to BG, and we want to draw from point A

a line which ends at GD and intersects lines LC,BG in such a way that [a] the

line (segment) of it which falls between point A and line LC is equal to [b] the line

(segment) which falls between BG and GD, or (such that [a] is) two times it ([b]),

or any amount we wish, then we first construct it on the condition that it ([a]) is

equal to it ([b]). We draw line AZH arbitrarily, and we let pass through A line AO

parallel to lines LC,BG. We extend HZA towards E and we make AE equal to

ZH. We extend AZH towards T and we make HT equal to AZ. Since EA was

(supposed to be) equal to ZH, thus EZ is equal to ZT . We let pass through point

T a line parallel to line LC and the line which was (constructed) on point A, namely

AO, and let it fall on GD at point S. We draw SA and produce it to K. Then,

since EA is equal to ZH and ZA is equal to HT , thus AM is equal to WS, and

that is what we wanted. In this way we do (the case where [a] is) any amount we

wish (times [b]). In this proposition there were additions.69 [260]

69These “additions” may have involved line AO and point K, which are not really used in the proof.

In the figure, line KE and AO are parallel. Note that EA = ZH is irrelevant in the proof.
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24. (Fig. 24) If there is a square ABGD and its diagonal is BD and LT is drawn

parallel to BD, and AZ is drawn (in such a way that) it falls on GD at Z and it

intersects BD at H, and TE is drawn parallel to AZ, and we draw EH, then I say:

so the ratio of AT to TD is as the ratio of triangle HZE to triangle EHD, and the

ratio of AD to DT is as the ratio of triangle HZD to triangle HED.

Proof of this: TE is parallel to AZ, so the ratio of AT to TD is as the ratio of

ZE to ED, that is, the ratio of triangle HZE to triangle HED, and the ratio of

AD to TD is as the ratio of triangle HZD to triangle HED, and that is what we

wanted.
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25. (Fig. 25)70 (In) square ABGD the diagonal is BD, and line ZE in it is

parallel to BD and intersects AD according to a known ratio, and let it be a third.

We want to draw from A a line (AT ) which ends at GD in such a way that [a] the

70My figure is not drawn to scale.
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triangle (DLT ) between BD,GD is equal to [b] the triangle (ASE) which the drawn

line cuts off from triangle AZE, or (in such a way that [a] is) two times it ([b]), or

any amount we wish.

Thus let it ([a]) first be equal to it ([b]). We join AT as we wanted,71 and EH

parallel to it, and (we join) AH,LH. Then, since the ratio of AD to EA is known,

and as the ratio of triangle LTD to triangle LTH (prop. 24), and DA is three times

EA, therefore triangle LTD is three times triangle LHT . But we assumed triangle

ASE equal to triangle DLT . So triangle ASE is three times triangle LHT , but

they are between parallel lines, so AS is three times LT . Thus, if AE was (assumed

to be) a third of AD, and we want to draw from point A a line which ends at GD in

such a way that the triangle which is cut off from triangle AZE by the drawn line,

namely triangle ASE, is equal to the triangle which is produced between BD,DG,

then we draw from A a line which ends at GD in such a way that the (segment)

of it which falls between A and line ZE is three times the segment of it which falls

between BD, GD (prop. 23). And according to this example [261] which we have

described, we proceed if we want ([a]) two times it ([b]) or any amount we wish.72

That is what we wanted.
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26. (Fig. 26) If triangle ABG is right-angled, and its area and the sum of its

sides are known, and we want to know each of its sides, then we inscribe in it circle

WED with center Z [El. IV:4], and we draw the perpendiculars ZD,ZE,ZW . We

know that if we divide the area by < half > the perimeter, the result is half the

diameter, so line DZ is known, but it is equal to BE and to BD. So lines DB,BE

are together known (i.e., their sum is known). Line DA is equal to AW and line

WG is equal to EG, so (the sum of) lines DA,EG is equal to AG, so AG, half the

remainder,73 is known, and after this we know each of AD, EG.74

71The manuscript has “we wanted we assumed.” The text now presents an analysis of the solution.
72If AD : AE = γ, we have ∆DLT = γ∆HLT . If ∆DLT = c ·∆ASE, then TL : AS = ∆HLT :

∆ASE = c : γ.
73AG is half the difference between the perimeter of the triangle and BD +BE.
74See prop. 27.
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27. (Fig. 27) And if we want to know in such a triangle each of the sides, < . . . >

Proof: we draw DE with the magnitude of (the sum of) AB,BG,AG, it < . . . >

and after this nothing was written in the copy, and the figure of it was like this

(Fig. 27), so I have not understood from it what he wanted.75
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< 28 > (Fig. 28) If the triangle AGB has unequal sides, and the perpendicular

AD is known, and it divides BG in a known ratio, and the (sum of the) two sides

AG,GB is known, and we want to know each of the sides of the triangle, then we

draw EZ and we make it equal to AG,GB together. The square of AD is known,

and the square of AG is equal to the (sum of the) squares of AD,DG. So if we

divide EZ into two parts in such a way that the square of one of the parts is equal

to the square of AD and a ninth of the square of the other part, if it (DG) is a third

75The remark “and after this . . . what he wanted.” is evidently by Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n al-T. ūs̄ı. I have

not been able to find a plausible reconstruction of the figure; Fig. 27 is the faulty figure in the

manuscript. The problem is not difficult: let s be the semiperimeter and A the area of the triangle,

and call the hypotenuse c and the two other sides a, b. Prop. 26 boils down to c = s− A/s. Since

a2+b2 = c2 and ab = 2A, a and b can be found from, for example, a+b = 2s−c, (a−b)2 = c2−4A.
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of BG, we have constructed what we wanted. This problem76 is divided into cases

and known by the previous figure (i.e., prop. 7).77
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< 29 > (Fig. 29) In triangle ABG, the perpendicular AD has been drawn from

point A, and the perpendicular is known, and BG is known, and the ratio of AB to

AG is known. We want to know each of AB,AG. Then, since the ratio of AB to

AG is known, the ratio of the square [262] of AB to the square of AG is known. We

make line HT equal to BG, and we want to divide it into two parts in such a way

that the square of AD together with the square of one of the parts of HT is equal

to a third of the square78 of the other part together with the square of AD if the

square of AB is a third of the square of AG, or a quarter of it if the square of AB

is a quarter of the square of AG. In general, we divide HT into two parts in such a

way that the ratio of the square of one of them together with the square of AD to

the square of the other (part) together with the square of AD is as the ratio of the

square of AB to the square of AG. If we do that, we know each of AB,AG,79 and

we know that from the previous figure,80 and that is what we wanted.

76The manuscript has “triangle” instead of “problem.” My emendation is inspired by the end of

proposition 30.
77Proposition 7 includes the solution of the following problem: given a segment a, another segment

c < a and a ratio γ. Required to divide a into two segments x and y in such a way that x2 = c2+γ2y2.

In the notation of prop. 28, a = AG+GB, c = AD, γ = DG/BG. We have γ = 2/3 in the example

of prop. 28 and γ = 1/3 in the example in prop. 7.
78Instead of “a third of the square” the manuscript has incorrectly “the square of a third.”
79The manuscript has AB,BG by scribal error.
80This problem can also be solved by means of (my reconstruction of) proposition 7: Suppose

AB < AG, and choose a = HT, γ = AB/AG, c =
!

(1− γ2)AD.
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< 30 > (Fig. 30)81 If the triangle AGB has unequal sides, and the perpendicular

AD is known and it divides BG in a known ratio, and AG, GB are together known,

and we want to know each of the sides of the triangle, then we draw EZ and make

it equal to AG,GB together. The square of AD is known and the square of AG is

equal to the (sum of the) squares of AD,DG. So if we divide EZ into two parts in

such a way that the square of one of the parts is equal to the square of AD and a

ninth82 of the square of the other part, if DG is a third of GB, we have constructed

what we wanted. This problem is divided into cases and known by the previous

figure.
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< 31 > (Fig. 31) (In) triangle ABG, the perpendicular AD issues from point A,

and the perpendicular is known, and BG is known, and the ratio of AB to AG is

known. We want to know each of AB,AG. We have said that the ratio of AB to

AG is known, so the ratio of the square of AB to the square of AG is known. We

make HT equal to BG and we divide it into two parts in such a way that the square

of AD together with the square of one of the parts of line HT is equal to a third of

the square83 of the other part together with the square of AD, if the square of AB

81Props. 30 and 31 are the same as props. 28 and 29, and the texts are also practically the same.

Various explanations are possible: al-T. ūs̄ı or the scribe copied the two versions from two different

manuscripts; or prop. 28, 29 may be the revisions by al-T. ūs̄ı and prop. 30, 31 the originals by

Nucaim, or vice versa.
82Instead of “a ninth,” the manuscript has “a quarter” by scribal error.
83Instead of “a third of the square” the manuscript has incorrectly “the square of a third,” just as

in prop. 29.
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is a third of the square of AG, or a quarter of it if the square of AB is a quarter of

the square of AG. In general, we divide HT into two parts in such a way that < the

ratio of > the square of one of them together with the square of AD to the square

of the other (part) together with the square of AD is as the ratio of the square of

AB to the square of AG. If we do that, we know each of AB,AG, and we know that

from the previous figure [263], and that is what we wanted.
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< 32 > (Fig. 32) If the circle AGBD is unknown and the diameter AB intersects

diameter GD at right angles, and in quadrant AG the rectangular area HTEZ has

been inscribed in such a way that each of the lines AZ,GT is known (in magnitude),

and we want to know diameter GD, I say: it is known (in magnitude).

Proof of this: the area BA times AZ is equal to the square of AH, and the area

AB times GT is also equal to the square of GH, so AB has been multiplied by

the two known magnitudes AZ,GT and (the products) of them were the squares of

AH,GH. Thus so the ratio of ZA to GT is known,84 and it is as the ratio of the

square of AH to the square of GH, so the ratio of AH to GH is known.

We describe a circle KMLN with known diameter, and let the two diameters

KL, MN in it intersect at right angles. We draw KM , the chord of a quadrant, then

it is known. We erect on arc KM two lines KS,SM such that the ratio between

them is as the ratio of AH to HG, which is (a) known (ratio). Then the ratio

of KS to SM is known and each of them is known (prop. 15). We drop the two

perpendiculars SF , SO onto the two diameters KL,MN , then each of them (the

perpendiculars) is known, and each of the arrows KF,MO is known, and the ratio

of KF to KL is known, and it is as the ratio of AZ, which is known, to AB, so AB

is known. That is what we wanted.85

84The manuscript has: “so the ratio of ZH to HT is known.”
85Algebraically, if ZA = p,GT = q,AE = EG = r, p < r, q < r, we have e.g., AZ · ZB = HZ2,

so p(2r − p) = (r − q)2, whence r = p + q +
√
2pq. Thus the solution by Nucaim is unnecessarily

complicated.
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< 33 > (Fig. 33) If triangle ABG is right-angled and we want to draw from

point G a line towards AB such that the drawn line together with the part (of AB)

between it (the line) and B is equal to line AG together with the other part of line

AB, then we extend BA in a straight line to D and we make AD equal to AG [264].

We bisect BD at E. We join EG and we construct on it the semicircle GBE. We

draw from point E chord EW equal to half of BG. We draw WG to intersect AB

at Z. Then I say: DZ is equal to the two lines GZ,ZB together.86

Proof of this: Triangle WZE is similar to triangle BZG and line WE is half of

BG, so line EZ is half of ZG. We make DH equal to BZ, then EH is equal to

EZ, so line ZH is equal to ZG, and BZ is common, so (the sum of) lines GZ,ZB

is equal to HB, and HB is equal to DZ, and DZ is equal to (the sum of) GA,AZ,

so (the sum of) lines GA,AZ is equal to (the sum of) lines GZ,ZB. And similarly

if the angle is acute or obtuse, the construction is the same.87

86Note that DZ = DA+AZ = AG+ AZ.
87In this case, the circle through E,B,G is not a semicircle. In the Book of Assumed Things

(Kitāb al-Mafrūd. āt), Thābit ibn Qurra solves the same problem in the course of three propositions

(props. 8,9,10 in Thābit’s original, cf. [8, p. 217] and props. 3,5,6 in the revision by Nas.̄ır al-

Dı̄n al-T. ūs̄ı, see [30, pp. 3-4]). The only essential difference between the solutions is as follows.

Thābit does not use the circle through E,B,G and he does not introduce point W . Instead, he

constructs the circle with center B and radius BD. He extends EG to intersect the circle at

point K and he draws KB. He constructs point Z on BA by drawing GZ parallel to BK. Then

GZ : ZE = KB : BE = DB : BE = 2 : 1 so GZ = 2ZE as in the proof by Nucaim. Abū Sahl

al-Kūh̄ı solves the problem for an arbitrary triangle ABG, see [5, pp. 171-173].
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34. (Fig. 34) If triangle ABG is isosceles and the two (equal) arms BA,AG are

known, and (the sum of) the perpendicular AD together with the base BG is known,

and we want to know each of them, then we say that this problem can always be

(solved) in two ways, unless the ratio of AB to half (the sum) of AD, BG is as

the ratio of (the sum of) AD,BG to the square root of the (sum of the) squares

of AD,BG and half of it together.88 For if it is like this, the problem can only be

(solved) in one way.

Proof: we draw line HT equal to lines AD,BG together, and we bisect it at

L. We describe with center T and radius AB circle EF . We erect at point T the

perpendicular TM equal to twice TL, and we draw LM . If the ratio of AB to TL

is as the ratio of TM to ML, then it touches circle EF ,89 and AD,BG are (to be

found) in one way.

88The text is mathematically incomplete. The condition AB : 1
2 (AD + BG) = (AD + BG) :!

(AD +BG)2 + ( 12 (AD +BG))2 is equivalent to AB : (AD + BG) = 1 :
√
5. To analyse

the problem we put ̸ A = 2α, so (AD + BG)/AB = cosα + 2 sinα =
√
5 sin(α + φ) with

φ = arcsin(1/
√
5) ≈ 26.5o = ̸ M. A solution of the problem is only produced for 0o < α < 90o.

Thus the problem has one solution if (AD + BG)/AB =
√
5 (the condition in the text is correct);

two solutions only if
√
5 > (AD + BG)/AB > 2, one solution if 2 ≥ (AD + BG)/AB > 1, and no

solution if AD + BG ≤ AB. The text ignores the latter two cases. If (AD + BG)/AB = 2, the

circle in Fig. 34 passes through L.
89The circle touches ML at E if ̸ TEL is a right angle, that is to say if AB : TL = TE : TL =

TM : ML.
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If this is not the case, and ML intersects the circle EF , then let it intersect it

at two points E,F . We draw from the two points E,F two perpendiculars ES,FN

onto HT and two perpendiculars EW,FI onto MT , and we join ET,FT . We cut

off from HT (segment) HO equal to twice NL, and (segment) HK equal to twice

LS [265] and we join EK, FO.

Then, since TM is twice TL, FN is twice NL, and ES is twice SL. Similarly

HO is equal to FN and HK is equal to ES. By subtraction KT is twice ST since

MW , which is equal to KT , is twice EW , which is equal to ST . By subtraction

also OT is twice NT . So KE is equal to ET and OF is equal to FT . But SE,KT

together have been shown to be equal to FN,OT together. It is clear from this that

the problem can be solved in two ways as we have said before, and that is what we

wanted.
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35. (Fig. 35) The sum of the chord of the hexagon and the chord of the decagon

in every circle is equal to the chord of three-tenths of it.90

Thus let the circle be ABGDE and the diameter AD. We draw lines

AB,BG,GD, and each of them is the chord of a sixth. We draw BD, the chord of a

third, and DE, the chord of a fifth, and EA, the chord of three-tenths. We extend

BA and we cut off AZ, the chord of a tenth. I say that AE is equal to ZB.

Proof of this: ZB is divided at A in extreme and mean ratio [El. XIII:9], so BZ

times ZA is equal to the square of BA. The (sum of the) squares of ZA, AB is

equal to the square of DE [El. XIII:10], and the square of BD is three times the

square of AB, that is, equal to the (sum of the) square of BA and twice BZ times

ZA. But BZ times ZA is equal to (the sum of) BA times AZ and the square of

90In a circle with radius r, the chord of an arc α is in modern terms r sin(α/2). Thus prop. 35 is

equivalent to sin 30o + sin 18o = sin 54o.
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AZ [El. II:3]. So the square of DB is equal to the (sum of the) square of BA and

twice the product BA times AZ and twice the square of AZ, that is, equal to the

(sum of the) squares BZ,ZA [El. II:4]. We make the square BA common, then the

(sum of the) squares DB,BA, that is the square of the diameter DA, is equal to

the (sum of the) square of BZ and the square of BA and the square of AZ, that is,

equal to the (sum of the) square of BZ and the square of DE. But it was equal to

the (sum of the) squares of DE,EA. [266] So the (sum of the) squares of BZ,DE

is equal to the (sum of the) squares of EA,DE. We subtract the common square of

DE, then the squares of EA, BZ are equal, so EA,BZ are equal, and that is what

we wanted.

I say: there is no use in my drawing the two lines BG,GD in it (the figure). It

has become clear that the chord91 of three-tenths of the circle and the chord of a

sixth if they are joined, are (the two parts of a segment) divided in extreme and

mean ratio, and the shorter part is the chord of a sixth,92 and that the (sum of the)

squares of the chord of three-tenths and the chord of a tenth is equal to the square

of the chord of a third.93

It is necessary to know that the ratio of the chord of two-fifths to the chord of a

fifth is as the ratio of the chord of a sixth to the chord of a tenth since the chord of

two-fifths and the chord of a fifth, if they are joined, are (the two parts of a segment)

divided in extreme and mean ratio [El. XIII:8], just as the chord of a sixth and the

chord of a tenth [El. XIII:9].
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36. (Fig. 36) Another proof of (the theorem) that (the sum of) the chord of a

sixth and the chord of a tenth together are equal to the chord of three-tenths of

91Instead of “the chord,” the manuscript has “the square.”
92This theorem is a consequence of prop. 35 and El. XIII:5, 9.
93This theorem is the equivalent of sin2 54o + sin2 18o = sin2 60o. It is a consequence of DB2 =

BZ2 + ZA2 and BZ = EA in Fig. 35.
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the circle. Let in circle LWD the diameters BD, GW be drawn which intersect at

the angle of a tenth (i.e., 36o), and let us draw DH parallel to GW . Then HW is

also a tenth of the circle, and HD is three tenths of it. We draw WZE parallel to

BD. Then ED is also a tenth. Since the area WADZ is a parallelogram, and side

DA is equal to AW , the area WADZ is a rhombus, of which each side is equal to

half the diameter, so side WZ is half the diameter. Angle ZDA is equal to angle

EZD94 because since EW,DB are parallel. We join ED. Angle ZDA is also equal

to angle EDZ because they stand on the fifth (part of the circumference), so angles

EZD,EDZ are equal, so EZ is equal to ED. But ED is the chord of a tenth, so

EZ is the chord of a tenth, so EW is the chord of a tenth and the chord of a sixth

together, but it is the chord of three tenths of the circle, and that is what we wanted.

And if AZ,DG are joined, they are parallel and equal, so AZ is equal to the

chord of a tenth. If one extends [267] AZ to L, the arcs HL,LE are equal, and

that is (true) because of the equality of angles EAL,HAL and the equality of arcs

ED,HW . If we join HL,LE, line HZ is equal to each of the lines HL,LE, and

triangle HLZ is similar to triangle WZA, so the ratio of HZ to ZL is as the ratio

of WA to AZ, and the area ZL times WA, that is ZL times LA, is equal to the

area HZ times AZ, that is the square of AZ. So LA is divided in extreme and mean

ratio at Z, and its greater part is AZ. If LA is extended towards M it is clear that

ZM is divided at A in extreme and mean ratio, and the longer (part) AM is the

chord of a sixth.95
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I say: In another way, from the Fawā’id (“Useful things”) of Mu’ayyad al-Dı̄n

al-cUrd. ı̄:
96

94The manuscript has “Angle ZWA is equal to angle EAD.” Although this statement is mathe-

matically correct, it does not follow from “EW,DB are parallel,” so I have emended the text.
95The same theorem is proved in a different way in El. XIII:9.
96On Mu’ayyad al-Dı̄n al-cUrd. ı̄ (died 1266) see [16, II:414]. He was a colleague of Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n

al-T. ūs̄ı. I have no further information on the Fawā’id.
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(Fig. 36a) Let there be the circle ADB with diameter AB and center G, and let

each of the arcs AD,BE be a fifth of the circle. Then, by subtraction, DE is a tenth.

We join DE,DB,EG which intersect at Z. Then DE is parallel to AB and triangles

DZE, GZB are similar. Angle AGZ, which is at the center on three-tenths of the

circle, is equal to (the sum of) the angles GZB,GBZ. And, angle GBZ which is at

the circumference on two tenths, is of the same magnitude as an angle at one tenth

at the center. By subtraction, angle GZB is equal to an angle at the center on two

tenths, but angle ZGB is like this, so they are equal, so BG is equal to BZ, so it is

the chord of a sixth. Similarly, DZ is equal to DE, the chord of a tenth. So DB,

the chord of three tenths of the circle, is equal to (the sum of) the chords of a sixth

and a tenth together. That is what we wanted.
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< 37 > (Fig. 37). We want to divide a known line into two parts in such a way

that the product of the line and two times or many times one of its parts is equal

to the square of the other part.

Thus we make the line AB. We want to divide it first into two parts in such a

way that the product of the line and two times one of its parts is equal to the square

of the other part.

Then we extend AB to L and we make AL equal to AB. We erect at point L of line

[268] AL the perpendicular LT equal to AB, and we complete the parallelogrammic

area LE. We apply to line LB a parallelogrammic area equal to the area LE and

exceeding its completion by a square, namely (area) LD [El. VI:29]. Then LD is

equal to LE. We subtract LZ, which is common, then the area TZ is equal to the

square ZG. But the area TZ is two times the product BE times EZ. Thus we have

divided BE at point Z and the product of the line and two times one of its parts is

equal to the square of the other part. And by this reasoning, if we want the product

of the line and three times, or more than this times, one of its parts to be equal to

the square of the other part, then we act in this (case) by multiplying AB by the

amount of the number of times.
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(Fig. 37a) Then, if we want to divide a known line into two parts in such a way

that a number of times the square of one of its parts is equal to the product of the

line and the other part: let the line be AG. We want to divide it in such a way

that three times the square of one of its parts is equal to the product of the line

and the other part. Then we construct on AG the square AT , and we cut off from

AG a third of it, namely GB. We draw BM parallel to GT . Then the area BT is

a third of the square AT . We apply to BG a parallelogrammic area BD < equal to

the area BT , > which exceeds its completion by the square GD [El. VI:29]. If we

subtract BZ, which is common, the square GD is equal to ZM , that is a third of

LT . So the area LT is three times the square GD. But the area LT is the product

of GT , that is AG, times TZ, so the product GT times TZ is equal to three times

the square of GZ. That is what we wanted.
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< 38 > (Fig. 38).97 If line AB is assumed, and we want to divide it in such a

way that (the area) which exceeds the product of AB and one of its parts, a number

97To the right of triangle Z the manuscript has a note which I tentatively read as follows: lh. shakl

z muthallath, “38, the figure of Z is a triangle.”
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of times, by the area M is equal to (the area) which exceeds a number of times the

square of the other part by the area Z:

If M is equal to Z, then if we divide AB in extreme and mean ratio [El. VI:30],98

it is what we want. If [269] M is not equal to Z, let M be greater than Z, and let

the excess of M over Z be the magnitude K. We construct on AB the quadrilateral

AGDB with equal sides and angles (i.e., a square). We apply to line GD the area

GL equal to the area K [El. I:44]. Then we apply to AB the parallelogrammic area

AH which exceeds its completion by the square BH and such that the applied area

is equal to area AL [El. VI:29]. If we subtract the common area AE, the square BH

is equal to the area TL. But the area TL is equal to BD times DE together with

the area K, which is the excess of the area M over the area Z. So the product BD

times DE together with the area M is equal to the square of BE together with the

area Z.

And if the area Z is greater than the area M , we take the excess of it over it, and

we apply to line GD on the other side which is between the two points99 GD,AB

a parallelogrammic area equal to the excess (of Z over M), and then we argue as

before, and that is what we wanted.100
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< 39 > (Fig. 39). We want to divide a known line into two parts in such a way

that the product of the line and two or more times one of its parts is equal to the

98If M = Z and the “number of times” is not one, the problem can be solved as in prop 37.
99One would expect: “the two lines.”
100The problem has a solution only if the excess of Z over M is less than the square of AB. In the

beginning of prop. 38, Nucaim mentions the more general problem of dividing a given segment BD

in point E in such a way that c1BD ·DE +M = c2BE2 + Z, where c1, c2 are given numbers, not

necessarily equal to one. This problem can be solved as follows: For Z = M , see prop. 37. Suppose

Z ̸= M . Without loss of generality, we can assume c2 = 1. Construct the rectangle ABDG in such

a way that AB = c1BD. The rest of the construction is as in the case c1 = 1.
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square of the other part.101 Thus let the line be GD. We construct on it the square

DH, and we draw the diagonal DH. We extend GD and we construct DB equal

to DG. We draw from B a line parallel to the diameter DH, and we extend GH to

meet it at the point A. We construct the triangle AZE similar to the triangle AGB

and equal to the area BDHA [El. VI:25]. We subtract the common area AZTH,

then the area BDTZ is equal to the triangle TEH. But the area BZTD is equal to

the area DWEG which is equal to the area EW times WT , and the triangle HTE

is half the square of TE. So twice the area EW times WT is equal to the square of

ET and WE is equal to DG [270]. So we have constructed what we wanted.

And if we want that three times the area GD times one of the two parts is equal

to the square of the other part, we add to GD one and a half times it, and we

construct as we have constructed before.102
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40 (Fig. 40). We want to divide a known line into two parts in such a way that

twice the product of the line and one of the parts together with the square of another

line is equal to the square of the other part.

Thus let the known line be DG, and (let) the square of the other line (be) the

area J . We construct on DG the square DH and we draw the diagonal DH. We

construct on the diagonal the area NL equal to the area J . We construct the

triangle ABG103 and we construct the triangle AEW similar to it and equal to (the

sum of) the two areas ABDH,KHL [El. VI:25]. We subtract the common areas

101This is exactly the same problem as in prop. 37.
102To find T such that γ · EW · WT = ET 2, choose the point B on GD extended such that

DB = (γ/2) · GD, draw BA//DH , and define WE//GB in such a way that ∆AZE = [BDHA].

For an algebraic transcription see the footnote to prop. 40.
103The text implicitly assumes that AB is parallel to HD.
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AETH,KHL, then area BEDT is equal to the trapezium TKLW . But104 twice

the area DZWG, which is the result of the product of WZ times ZT two times, is

equal to twice the trapezium TKLW , which is the gnomon KNSTLW . We make

the square NL common, then the product WZ times ZT two times together with

the square NL, that is area J , is equal to the square TH, which is the square of line

TW . That is what we wanted.105
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< 41 > (Fig. 41).106 We want to divide a known line into two parts in such a

way that the product of the line and < twice > one of the parts together with the

square of another (known) line is equal to the square of the other part together with

the square of another (known) line.

Thus we make GD the known line and area H the square of the (known) line

which is together with the product of the line and two times one of the parts, and

area T the square of the (known) line which is together with < the square of > the

other part. We construct on GD the square GA, and we draw the diagonal GA. We

construct on it the square EZ equal to the area H. [271] We extend GD towards

L and we make GL four times GD. We apply to GL a parallelogram JQ which is

deficient from its completion by the square SQ and which is equal (in area) to (the

sum of) the gnomon BZKEDG and the area T . We say: the line SF , which is

equal to the line GD, has been divided at O as we wanted.

Proof of this: we draw tOQ parallel to BG. Then the area BQ, which is equal

104The word “but” (walākin) is strange here, but cannot easily be interpreted as a mechanical

scribal error for the word “so” (fa-), which one would expect here. Perhaps Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n had not

really worked through the argument.
105The solution can be generalized: if γ ̸= 2 is a given number, define DB = (γ/2)CD and let

the other definitions be the same, then γ · WZ · ZT + J = TW 2. In this case the line AB does

not pass through the fourth angular point of the square DHG. Algebraically, the problem of

dividing a into segments x and y with a = x+ y, γax+ c2 = y2 can be reduced to 1
2 (y + 1

2γa)
2 =

1
2c

2 + 1
2 ((a+ 1

2γa)
2 − a2). For c = 0 we obtain the solution of prop. 39. In prop. 40, the text only

deals with γ = 2.
106Apparatus to the figure: the labels Q,R in Fig. 41 are my emendations of the labels h,Q in the

manuscript.
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to the area SD, is equal to the area FM .107 We make the area OD common. Then

the gnomon BOD is equal to the area OM , and by subtraction, the gnomon tKF

together with the area T is equal to the area CL, that is the area SM . We make

the area ZE, that is the area H, common, then the area SM , which is equal to

the product of twice SF times SO together with area H, is equal to the square tF ,

which is equal to the square of line OF together with the area T . Thus we have

divided the line GD at Q in such a way that two times the product QG times GD

together with the area H is equal to the square of QD together with the area T ,

and that is what we wanted.

And if we want the product of the line and one time one of its parts together

with the above-mentioned area to be equal to the square of the other part together

with the (other) above-mentioned area, we restrict ourselves to GN [272], which is

three times GD (Fig. 41), and we explain as we have explained previously, and that

is what we wanted to explain.108
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< 42 > (Fig. 42a) And in the way we have described, we (can) divide AB into

two parts in such a way that the product of one of the parts times the other (part),

once or twice or more (times), together with the square of another (known) line, is

equal to the square of the other part together with the square of another (known)

line.

I say:109 we repeat the figure,110 and let it first be the product of one of the parts

once (times the other part). We make WL equal to half GW , and we subtract from

the square TF the square ZE equal to the area H. We construct on the line GL

107Point M is supposed to be on GD extended such that DM = GD, and MC is parallel to AD.
108If γ is a given number, and if we define GL = (γ + 2) · GD and let all other definitions be the

same, we have γQG ·GD+H = QD2 +T. Algebraically, the problem of dividing a into segments x

and y with a = x+ y, γax+H = y2 + T is reduced to x · ((γ + 2)a− x) = a2 −H + T. In prop. 41

a = GD, x = GQ, y = QD.
109The words “I say” indicate that the first part of the construction and fig. 42a are the work of

Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n al-T. ūs̄ı.
110Point D in Fig. 41 appears as W in Figure 42a and in the first part of prop. 42.
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a parallelogrammic area deficient from its completion by a square, and equal to the

area GKEW together with half the area T [El. VI:28]. That area is hI, and its

double hQ111 is equal to the excess of the square GA over the area H together with

the area T .

If we subtract from the excess of the square GA over the area H the complement

BO OW , and from the area hQ the two equal areas hF,MQ, the complement tFK

together with the square Sh and the area T is equal to area WC, that is the area

GF . We subtract from it the common square Sh, so OW is equal to the (sum of

the) complement tKF and the area T . < And if > we add the area H to them, the

area hF together with the area H is equal to the square OA together with the area

T . And by analogy to this, (treat the case of) more than one time.112

G

H

W

BDF

A

Z

S

NQ

O C M

K J L

TgI

E
d

Y

Figure 42b

(Fig. 42b) He said:113 We want to divide a known line into two parts in such a

way that one of the parts times the other part, two times or three times or as many

(times) we want, together with the square of another (known) line < is equal to the

square of the other part together with the square of another (known) line >.

Then we make it (for the case of) three times: we make the line BD, and we

make line Y the (known) line which is together with one of the parts times three

111Points M and N are assumed to be on GW extended in such a way that LM = LW,NM = WH ,

and MC,NQ are perpendiculars drawn onto SF extended.
112Algebraically, the problem is to divide segment a into two parts x and y such that a = x+y, γxy+

H = y2 + T . This problem can be reduced to the equation x((γ + 2)a − (γ + 1)x) = a2 −H + T .

Al-T. ūs̄ı treats γ = 1 but the generalization to arbitrary γ is not obvious from what he says.

The manuscript has on f. 272 a mysterious figure which I have rendered as Fig. 42c below, and

which is not discussed in the extant text.
113The words “he said” indicate that the following argument and Fig. 42b are the work of Nucaim.

The scribal errors in this part of the manuscript suggest to me that Nas.̄ır al-Dı̄n al-T. ūs̄ı did not

understand the construction and reproduced the text in the corrupted form. I have reconstructed

the original text by Nucaim, and my emendations are listed in the critical apparatus to the Arabic

edition.
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times the other part, and line d the (known) line which is together with the other

part. We want to divide BD into two parts in such a way that the product of one of

the parts times three times the other part, together with the square of Y , is equal

to the square of the other part together with the square of d.

Then we add to line DB (segment) DF and we make DF one and a half times

BD. We take from it (a segment) equal to BD, namely [273] DN . We draw NG

and we draw FG and we construct the square EG equal to the square of d,114 and

the square ZG equal to the square of Y .115 We apply to line FB an area KISF

equal to area ZHBD and triangle GEW together, and deficient from its completion

by an area whose length is twice its width. Then line KL is equal to KI and (area)

BT (i.e., square BLT ) is equal to the square of TL.116

The oblong area OQFS is one and a half times the square of TL since FQ is one

and a half times QO. We take line LJ from line LK and we make it equal to three

quarters of LK. We draw Jg at right angles. Then the area (i.e., rectangle) TLJ

is equal to the triangle OSF , and the area JI is the excess of the area CONF over

half the area TLDM , since the area CONF is half of the area TBDM , since BD

is twice NF , and since JK is a quarter of BL.

Then we subtract the two equal areas BTDM,DMNC, so the area TLDM and

half the area TLDM together are equal to (the sum of) the area ZTHM and the

triangle GEW , since half of the area TLDM together with the area KJg is equal to

the area CONF . We make the triangle ZGH common, then the area TLDM and

half of the area TLDM together, together with the triangle GZH, are equal to the

triangle GTM together with the triangle GEW . Thus it has become clear that we

have divided BD into two parts at L in such a way that the product DL times BL

three times, together with the square ZG is equal to the product TM times itself

together with the square EG, and that is what we wanted to explain.117

114The manuscript has incorrectly Y .
115The manuscript has incorrectly d.
116Point T is the intersection of SI extended and the diagonal BG, and TL is perpendicular to

BD.
117Algebraically, the problem to divide a given segment a into two parts x and y such that a = x+

y, γxy+c = y2+d for given c, d can be reduced to the equation x((1+ 1
2γ)a−

1
2 (γ+1)x) = 1

2 (a
2+d−c).

In the text, γ = 3, a = DB, x = LB, y = DL, the left side of this equation is the area [KISF ],

and the right side is the area [ZHBD] +∆GEW . For general γ, the definitions of the text should

be modified as follows: ABGD is a square with side a, DN = a,DF = 1
2γa. The rectangle KISF

should be applied to segment BF in such a way that the length BK of the “deficient” rectangle is
1
2 (γ + 1) times its width KI . Since [KISF ] = [ZHBD] + ∆GEW and [DMNC] = [DLTM ], by

subtraction [CNFS] + [KIMD] = [ZHMT ] +∆GEW (1).

We have KB = γLB; if we define J on KL such that LJ = 1
4γLB, then KJ = 1

2 (
1
2γ − 1)LB.

Then OS = 2LJ so ∆FOS = [TLJg]. We now study the left side of equation (1). We have
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Figure 43

I have found the end of the propositions of a book by the Banū Mūsā to be

propositions that add to (prop.) 42.

(Fig. 43)118 (For) every line divided in extreme and mean ratio, the product of

the line and the longer part together with the square of the shorter part is equal to

twice the square of the longer part. This has been explained, and it is clear from

this figure by means of the gnomon. And together with this it is shown from this

figure that the square of the line, namely AB, together with the square of the shorter

part, namely AG, is three times [274] the square of the longer part, namely BG [El.

[CNFS] = [CNFO] + ∆FOS. But [CNFO] = ( 12γ − 1)[TBDM ] = ( 12γ − 1)[TLDM ] + ( 12γ −
1)∆TBL, and ( 12γ − 1)∆TBL = [JKIg], so [CNFS] = ( 12γ − 1)[TBDM ] + [JKIg] + [TLJg].

Hence [CNFS] + [KIMD] = ( 12γ − 1)[TBDM ] + [JKIg] + [TLJg] + [KIMD] = 1
2γ[TBDM ]. In

conclusion 1
2γ[TBDM ] = [ZHMT ] +∆GEW , so γ[TBDM ] = MT 2 −HZ2 + EW 2 as required.

118The figure is not completely defined in the text. Segment AB has been divided in extreme and

mean ratio at point G and BG is the longer part. Apparently ABTD and AWEG are squares, and

the sides GE and WE have been extended to meet lines TD and TB at points Z and H .
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XIII:4].119

This is the end of the book of Nucaim ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mūsā on the geomet-

rical propositions.

119The proposition may be proved as follows: Since AB has been divided in extreme and mean ratio

at G and BG is the greater segment, BG2 = AB · AG, that is to say that [EHTZ] = [ABHW ].

Thus AB ·BG+AG2 = [BGZT ]+[AWEG] = [EHTZ]+[AWHB] = 2[EHTZ], and AB2+AG2 =

[EHZT ] + gnomon[ZDABHE] + [AGEW ] = [EHTZ] + 2[AGZD] = 3[EHTZ] = 3BG2.
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